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Gerry Aarts retires as President—
Bob Paton

G

erry Aarts took on the role
as WSAAG President at the
June 2006 monthly meeting
at a time when the Club was almost down and out.
There was only a skeleton committee,
low membership and management of
the club had been neglected for some
time. Gerry invited Narayan Mukkavilli and Rodney Moulder to join him
and at the AGM in September of that
year they joined the committee along
with Tony Ellis, Michael McCarthy and
Dave Gault.
Prior to this new committee, account
audits and Office of Fair Trading (OFT)
annual returns had not been completed
for many years. Gerry lodged a series of
returns with OFT which incurred late
lodgement fines. OFT accepted our returns and we were all legal in 2006.
At the June 2006 meeting Gerry conducted his first meeting as president
and presented his vision of the future
for the club. Briefly, this plan included:
 Increasing membership numbers
 Monthly meetings to be more
relevant to members
 Improving and maintaining
strong relationships with UWS
and Linden Observatories
 Website overhaul
 Improved marketing
 Training workshops
 Annual star parties
 Inter-club cooperation
This fresh approach attracted a strong

committee and the work to re-build the
club started. It is pleasing to say that
much of the plan that Gerry put forward has come to fruition.
Following his retirement in late 2012
Gerry and Wanda re-located to the
Mudgee area. He feels that now is the
time to stand down as President as he
cannot devote enough time to the role.
He will remain on the committee for the
time being and also remains as one of
the trustees for the Linden Observatory
Trust.
The members thank Gerry for his
efforts as a dedicated club member
and a fantastic President.
Gerry has asked that the following
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Gerry Aarts retires as President—Bob Paton
message be included in the newsletter.
Dear Members,
Thank you for allowing me the opportunity in leading
WSAAG for the past 7 years. It has been an honour
and pleasure to do so.
Thank you to the current and past committee members
who have assisted in making WSAAG a true success.
As president, I always believed the best approach was
to focus a little on the business and a lot on the astronomy.
Thank you to the excellent guest speakers both visitors
and club members who educated us with their enthusiasm and knowledge.

Also a heartfelt thanks to the Linden Trustees Bob &
Ian, UWS Penrith Observatory Miroslav Filipovic and
the team for making WSAAG members welcome. Access for members to the Linden facilities and UWS
facilities is crucial to the ongoing success of WSAAG.
Finally, thank you to the members who regularly attend meetings and observing sessions. Around 50% of
members attend the monthly meetings and that is a
resounding success in itself.
I look forward to a continued involvement in WSAAG
as a committee member.
Best Regards
Gerry Aarts
President (June 2006—September 2013)

Hidden Treasures in Capricornus—Rob Horvat

C

apricornus (Latin for “goat horn”) was
commonly represented as a sea-goat, a
creature that was half goat, half fish.

It was one of the original 48 constellations listed by
Ptolemy in his Almagest of the second Century. Capricornus is not a particularly bright constellation
with only two stars of third magnitude: delta (δ) Capricorni at magnitude 2.8 and beta (β) Capricorni at
integrated magnitude 3.1. The other stars in Capricornus are magnitude 3.6 or fainter. The easiest way
to find the constellation is
that it follows Scorpius and
Sagittarius along the ecliptic.
Delta Capricorni is a
spectroscopic eclipsing binary with components of
magnitude 3.2 and 5.2,
separated
by
0.0018
arcseconds. The peak visual magnitude is 2.8. When
the secondary eclipses the
primary, the magnitude
drop is 0.24. When the primary eclipses the secon-

dary, the drop is only 0.09. The period of orbit is
1.023 days. Because delta Capricorni lies near the
ecliptic, it can be occulted by the Moon and, perhaps,
by planets.
There are many interesting double stars in Capricornus.
Alpha 2,1 Capricorni is an ultra wide naked eye
optical double, easily seen with binoculars. Alpha 2,
the brighter of the pair, is 109 light years away and is
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Hidden Treasures in Capricornus—continued

a giant 43 times as luminous as the Sun. Alpha 1, at
690 light years distance, is actually a supergiant 930
times as luminous as the Sun. It is only seemingly
fainter due to its greater distance. Beta 1,2 Capricorni is an ultra wide binary, also seen in binoculars.
At 330 light years distance, the pair takes at least
700,000 years to orbit each other.
Omicron Capricorni is a striking double of similar
white stars that can be observed at low magnification

(60x). Pi Capricorni is a close binary and makes a
great sight due to the magnitude difference. It will
require high magnification (180x) and very good seeing conditions. Rho Capricorni is another ultra
wide unrelated pair for binoculars. The brighter component (AB) is a tight binary of period 278 years. I
couldn’t split the two. It will require high magnification and excellent seeing to split. Sigma Capricorni
is a wide orange and red-orange pair of contrasting

The properties of the double stars mentioned above are listed in the following table:
Star Name

Component
Stars

Visual Magnitude

Separation
(arcsecs)

Spectral
Types

alpha (α) 2,1

AE

3.7, 4.3

381”

G9, G3

beta (β) 1,2

ABC

3.2, 6.1

205”

G9, A0

omicron (ο)

AB

5.9, 6.7

22”

A3, A7

pi (π)

AB

5.1, 8.5

3.2”

B8, ?

rho (ρ)

AB-D

5, 6.9, 6.7

1.5”, 259”

F3 - K1

sigma (σ)

AB

5.4, 9.4

56”

K3, ?
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Hidden Treasures in Capricornus—continued
magnitude.
RT Capricorni is a semi-regular pulsating carbon star of spectral type C6,4. Can’t be missed
for its red colour. It varies in magnitude from
about 6.8 to 8.8, period 393 days. Colour index
B-V = 4.
There are no listed open clusters in Capricornus. The only bright DSO, which also happens
to be a Messier object, is the globular cluster
M30. It has a visual magnitude of 7.2. With an
angular diameter of about 11 arcminutes and a
given distance from the Sun of 26,400 light
years, M30 has a physical diameter of 84 light
years. The cluster contains over 200,000 stars
and has an extremely dense core, which is less
than a light year across. It is classified as a
class 5 globular and has several star chains appearing in the outer halo. M3 lies about 23’ from
the magnitude 5.2 star 4 Capricorni and can be
seen in binoculars as a small hazy patch about
4’ across. As with a number of other globular
clusters (e.g. M2, M4, M13, M56 and omega
Centauri), M30 follows a retrograde orbit
(reverse to the main bulk of Galaxy rotation),
suggesting it was acquired from a satellite galaxy.

Above image of M30 is courtesy of HST NASA/ESA
The brightest galaxy by visual magnitude (11.2)
in Capricornus is NGC 6907 (dimensions 3.4 x
2.6 arcminutes). It is a barred spiral galaxy
with one arm noticeable brighter than the
other. Over the course of the 20th Century,
NGC 6908 was assumed to be just a bright spot
on the predominant arm of NGC 6907, 40
arcseconds from the main galaxy’s core. A
study in 2004 concluded that NGC 6908 was
actually a small spiral galaxy superimposed on
NGC 6907. Further observations showed that
the galaxies had the same red shift. It is now
believed that NGC 6908 is a lenticular galaxy
in collision with the larger NGC 6907. The scenario resembles NGC 1097 in Fornax with its
satellite galaxy NGC 1097A. Visually, NGC
6907 is under-whelming and requires larger
aperture and dark skies. It would, however,
make an interesting imaging target for our
camera guys.
Image of NGC 6907 is courtesy of
Fred Calvert and Adam Block
NOAO/AURA/NSF
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The Evans 30inch Telescope

T

his part of the story attempts to document happenings at Linden in relation to the Evans 30inch Telescope commencing with a report on Peter Read's
return of the modified telescope on 8th June 2013. Previously, Dave Gault and Rob Horvat had transported the 30inch
telescope to Peter Read (SDM Telescopes) in Victoria for a
much needed up-grade. The up-grade consisted of fitting a
new powered ground board, full ServoCAT GOTO with Argo
Navis and 10K encoders plus a new stainless steel mirror cell
with cable sling and a Feather Touch FTF2525 focuser with a
2.5inch diameter drawtube to allow a video camera to be able
to be inserted into the barrel.
It should be noted that the following members have been very
active in breathing new life into the up-graded telescope: Rob
Horvat, Gerry Flanagan, Lachlan Davis, Joe Seychell, Tony
Barry, Dave Gault, Alan Plummer, Peter Nosworthy and Bob
Paton. All of these members have assisted in this project but
Rob Horvat and Gerry Flanagan have spent considerable time
and effort testing and fine tuning the pointing accuracy of the
modified telescope—their efforts have been invaluable.
The Return—Rob Horvat: Several WSAAG members arrived early in anticipation of Peter Read's planned arrival of
4pm. Peter Nosworthy was already setting up his movie camera to document another recording session. This time of the
30" scope's re-assembly. Considering Peter Read and partner

Kim had to travel from Victoria, they still managed a grand
entry at the designated time.
Members on site for the evening were Gerry Flanagan, son
Joseph and grand-daughter Alicia, Lachlan Davis, Peter Nosworthy, Dave Gault, Tony Barry, Alan Plummer, Bob Paton
and Rob Horvat. We also had visitors Auda Eltahla and Eser
Zeventurh from Sydney.
Assembling the scope took far less time then the disassemble.
Peter Read had it all down to a fine art and we were in operation mode in way under an hour. The immediate things noticeable about the scope were that it was lower (no EQ platform)
and slightly shorter as the trusses were cut down to get more
practical range of focus. One obvious advantage of this will be
that we don't have to climb as high on the ladders.
Closer inspection of the scope, showed Peter's skill and workmanship in constructing a new mirror frame and mirror cell
supports. There were several faults with the old setup. The
mirror is now supported better with a stainless steel cable
sling. The UTA was rebuilt with the boards for the Telrad and
finderscope repositioned closer to the focuser board. The new
Feather Touch focuser is a work of art in itself.
Unfortunately, the sky was completely overcast so we could
not do a real test of the installed Argo Navis and Servocat

The Evans 30inch Telescope is being re-assembled in readiness for testing.
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The Evans 30inch Telescope—continued
assembly. Peter took us through a make-shift setup
and GOTO of the Argo Navis/Servocat using rough
positions of some of the more common stars (e.g. Rigil
Kent and Sirius) and then slewing across to some
common objects (e.g. omega Centauri). It all seemed
to work fine and we can't wait to try it out for real.
We thanked Peter and Kim before they left for dinner
and a well earned rest and a few of us hung around
for a cuppa and a snack before we headed for home
around 7:30pm.
First Light (9 June 2013)—Tony Barry: On Sunday evening 8pm several WSAAG members attended
Linden dark sky site for an unscheduled star test of
the Evans 30 telescope. This was its first starlight
since its refurbishment by Peter Read of SDM telescopes. The weather was initially dubious on the Sydney plains, but the higher altitude of Linden allowed
for a slight breeze and fair seeing which improved
with the evening.
Present were Rob Horvat, Gerry Flanagan, Lachlan
Davis, Tony Barry, and Alan Plummer. The first task
was to get used to the setup and alignment of the
Argo Navis system, and the method for Goto with the
StellarCAT drive. This task is straightforward, but as
with everything the details do matter, and we repeated the process until confident that it could be
done again in the dark.

New stainless steel mirror cell
the globular clusters 47 Tuc and omega Centauri,
Centaurus A (NGC 5128), Neptune and its 14th magnitude moon, Triton, which was a first for most of the
members, Saturn and five moons, with the Cassini
division being clearly visible, Albireo (the double star
with one blue and one orange component), the Grus
Quartet of galaxies (NGC 7552 / 7582 / 7590 / 7599),
the carbon star V Aquilae, NGC 4755 (the Jewel Box),
M83 (the Southern Pinwheel Galaxy) , M104 (the

Rob was eventually able to control the telescope remotely, with his iPad, allowing rapid and accurate
slews to any part of the sky visible at the time. Gerry
confirmed the settings for his iPad, and the consensus
was that the iPad remote system was a significant
upgrade to the ease of use and utility of the scope.
The temperature hovered around 8 degrees for the
duration of the star tests, and the mirror cell, once
collimated, remained in excellent alignment for the
night. The new mirror cell has improved this behaviour considerably.
The list of objects that were targets was frankly astounding. It became possible to decide on a target,
slew, and visualise within sixty seconds ... and this
permitted the members to view M27 (the Dumbbell
Nebula), M57 (the Ring Nebula), NGC 7009 (the Saturn Nebula), M17 (the Swan Nebula), NGC6514 (the
Trifid Nebula), M8 (the Lagoon Nebula), eta Carinae,

New Feather Touch Focuser
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The Evans 30inch Telescope—continued
Sombrero galaxy), NGC 6705 (the Wild Duck Cluster),
and NGC 4038 (the Antennae Galaxies).
Of these, M17 (the Swan Nebula) was especially striking, with the hairlike strands of nebulosity in the
main portion being quite patently visible. The dark
lane in NGC 5128 (Centaurus A) was confidently split
by a thin strip of brightness which was scarcely visible in the video camera on the LX90, but easily seen
with the eye on the Evans 30. Triton, the moon of
Neptune, was an unexpected find, visible in the 8mm
Ethos eyepiece at a breathtaking 14th magnitude.
The central dark lanes in NGC6514 (the Trifid Nebula) were very well defined.
Some objects were viewed several times in the night,
such as NGC 7009 (the Saturn Nebula). The video
camera insert distance was measured and noted - this
will require a new machined adapter to allow the
Point Grey camera to fit into the draw tube some distance, but once this is done the telescope will be a formidable tool for occultations.
The star test concluded at 2:50am, with cloud beginning to cover the sky to the east and a gentle breeze
blowing from the west. Temperature was 7 degrees as
the members left the site.
GOTO Testing (16 June 2013)—Rob Horvat
Gerry Flanagan and son Joseph and Rob Horvat attended Linden to test the accuracy of the new set-up
on the 30inch telescope.
Gerry Flanagan is a seasoned Argo Navis user. His
experience from his 12inch Dob is that the Argo Navis
will pretty much drop the target at centre of EP. However, as Gerry says, the EP magnification he gets
would be half of what we get on the T-Rex. So what
should our expectations be?

Argo Navis and ServoCAT
Safari off the iPad.
During the night we did three setups from scratch i.e.
we shut down the system and did the two-star alignment again. The first time with the illuminated reticle EP and the other two just by eye-balling centre in
the 13mm EP.
Our general conclusion was that there was no significant difference between the three methods above.
They all produced a similar but random spread of distances off/on target. We also concluded that the extra
work in centering with the illuminated reticle EP
achieved no better results.

The object of the session was to get some idea of the
accuracy of the Argo Navis and SkyFi and whether
any anomalies occur between methods. The Argo
Navis was to be used firstly by manually pushing the
scope to targets and then with the ServoCAT engaged
to compare results.

On the night, we could also conclude the following:
 The target always appeared in the FOV of the
13mm EP.
 In general, the target was between zero and 12
arcminutes of EP center.
 Seemingly randomly, the target could be nearer
edge of field on one slew, the next target near
centre on another slew, the next target around
6 arcminutes of centre.

Centrality in the EP was sighted when the Argo
Navis display reads 0*0 0^0. The symbols * and ^ represent what is normally an arrow. Finally, the Argo
Navis GOTO was to be compared to slewing with Sky-

The 13mm Ethos has a magnification of 3366/13 ~
259.
 FOV = 100/259 ~ 0.386 degs or 23'.
 From centre to edge of field is about 12 arcmins.
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The Evans 30inch Telescope—continued
The 21mm Ethos has a magnification of 3366/21 ~
160.
 FOV = 100/160 ~ 0.625 degs or 38'.
 From centre to edge of field is about 19 arcmins.
The Argo Navis encoders have 10,000 steps.
 For RA, number of arcmins = 360 x 60 =21,600
 21,600 / 10,000 = 2.16 arcmins per step.
 For internal processing, a "perfect" visual twostar alignment could be in off-centre error by
2.16 arcminutes for each star.
 The error for the slew to object could also be
2.16 arcminutes.
 It is, therefore possible the slew error could be 3
x 2.16 = 6.48 arcminutes just from the encoders.
The Argo Navis display shows the number of degrees
the scope is pointing away from the designated object
in RA and Dec.
 Example 120* 45^ means you are 120 degs
away in RA and 45 degs away in Dec.
 Below one degree, the display changes to something like *1 ^4, which means you are 0.1 degs
away in RA and 0.4 degs away in Dec.
0.1 degs is of course 60/10 = 6 arcminutes, which corresponds to about the slew error above. This is
equivalent to roughly 3 encoder steps. The internal
positioning may be more accurate than that given by
the display.
A test was done by moving the telescope up and down
from one side of the FOV of the EP to the other. A
similar test was done by moving the telescope left and
right to confirm we got the same numbers. The difference in the Argo Navis display numbers gave the following results for the 13mm and 21mm Ethos.
 The FOV of the 13mm Ethos was roughly 0.3
degs or 18 arcminutes (as compared to 23'
above).
 The FOV of the 21mm Ethos was roughly 0.5
degrees or 30 arcminutes (as compared to 38'
above).
An Argo Navis display of 0*0 0^0 cannot imply dead
centre in the EP. It really just says the target is
within a circle of 6 arcminutes diameter, one point of
which coincides with the centre of the EP.
Our general feeling was that the Argo Navis performed well enough for the 259x (13mm Ethos) we
generally use.

As far as visual observing goes, we are happy enough
with its performance.
TPAS Session (5 July 2013)—Rob Horvat:
Gerry and I spent another 3 hours or so on the Argo Navis
TPAS (Telescope Pointing Analysis System). From our earlier testing using the 13mm Ethos, the Argo Navis generally
drops us pretty much in the field of view of the EP, often near
edge and sometimes just over edge. Thus, we are often somewhere out to 12 arcminutes off centre. We tested a small sample of stars (8 in fact), which gave an RMS (Root Mean
Square) of 10.4 arcminutes. This can be thought of roughly as
the average off-centre displacement.
We then proceeded to acquire data and apply different combinations of error terms to build a model. Example: ECEC
(Elevation Centering Error Cosine) might assess tube flexure,
NPAE the non-perpendicularity between the Az and Alt axes.
As each error term is applied, the RMS and PSD (Population
Standard Deviation) is assessed to see if the error term should
be included in our model. At this point in time we have excluded the ECES (Elevation Centering Error Sine) term but
included the NPAE.
Our current model (based only on the offsets of 8 stars!),
which we saved, has put us somewhere from centre to about 6
arcminutes out in the 13mm Ethos. RMS 2.1, PSD 4.2. We
need to work on reducing the PSD. Gary Kopff says we need
to do 20 to 100 stars to more reliably determine the values of
the error terms. As we do more stars, we can check which
terms produce better or worse centering.
We wound up around 11:30pm and then put the Evans 30" (TRex) to sleep.
TPAS Session (25 July 2013)—Rob Horvat
Last night was the first opportunity Gerry Flanagan
and I have had to examine the built-in Telescope
Pointing Analysis System (TPAS) for the Argo Navis
in more detail since our session of the 5th of July. It
was a late afternoon arrangement based on the forecast for the night. It was a good time to do the testing
at near Full Moon as no-one was likely to want to use
the scope for anything else anyway. We met up at Linden around 7pm.
This time we decided to use the MODE TOUR function of the Argo Navis with any object (we were after
stars) brighter than or equal to magnitude 3 and push
the scope manually to the target. We acquired data
for twenty stars. The method not only didn't save us
any significant time, it produced some rather perplexing results. Using various combinations of IE, ECEC,
ECES and NPAE (all error terms) we got an RMS of
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The Evans 30inch Telescope—continued
about 5 to 5.5 and PSD of about 6 to 6.5. The RMS
(Root mean Square) can be thought of as the average
off-centre distance in arcminutes and PSD is the
Population Standard Deviation in arcminutes. These
results were significantly worse than our last session
data results using only seven stars. A test run on the
pointing with 6 stars produced off-centre results between 6 and 12 arcminutes (half-way to edge in the
13mm Ethos field of view), with pointing not much
better than that without the model. The modelling did
not seem to work correctly by entering a MODE
TOUR star, pushing the scope manually to the target
and centering it in the EP and then inputting what
we thought was the offset. Back to the drawing board.

get a new value of IE.

We shut down, restarted and went back to our previous session method. Send the scope to the target by
ServoCAT and Argo Navis, eyeball it back to EP centre and then input the data. We acquired new data for
another 12 stars. Computing the errors for a few different combinations of the error terms, we concluded
that we should stick with the IE, ECEC and
NPAE and ended up with an RMS of 2 and PSD of 3,
which was better than our last session of RMS 2.1
and PSD 4.2. A test run of another six stars using this
model put three in dead centre of the EP and the
other three within 6 arcminutes. We saved this model.

Following that we gathered our final 6 stars and computed results for 6 more models. All up 20 stars and
18 models.

This session, we learned how to acquire new data,
delete data selectively, save a new model and confirm
our use of certain data terms. IE was set to USE
NOW as it is not persistent from session to session,
ECEC and NPAE were set to USE NOW AND SAVE.
A new session will use the saved values of ECEC and
NPAE.
A new session will use the saved values of ECEC and
NPAE. A six star data set may be required to establish the value of IE for any new session. We need to
test this next time. We may even do a new data set of
20 stars now that we are getting the hang of this.
Gerry and I closed shop around 12:30pm. No coffee
breaks for the night! Gerry, however, did manage to
set up his DSLR on tripod to get some stars trails over
the dome.
TPAS Session (26 July 2013)—Rob Horvat
Gerry Flanagan and I met up again at Linden last
night to continue testing. We started the session at
6:30pm with the previous model of saved values of
ICEC and NPAE and then acquired data for 6 stars to

We know IE is not persistent from session to session.
From our data, we are pretty sure that ICEC is persistent. A subsequent test run put stars somewhere
around about 6 arcminutes off centre. We can do better than this.
We decided to do another run of acquiring data for a
new lot of 20 stars.
Firstly, we gathered data for 7 stars and computed
results for 6 different models, gathered 4 more stars
then computed results for another 6 models.

We had a break and looked over all our combinations
of data from three separate nights.
It seems that a model using ECEC and IE will produce significant improvement, a model using ECES
and IE also producing likely improvement.
There may be some persistence of the value of ECEC
with IE or the value of ECES with IE. Including
NPAE seems to have little effect on the values of
ECEC, ECES or IE. Although, this is not conclusive.
However, ECEC and ECES seem to modify each other
and including IE further modifies values.
We would have to do much more data acquisition to
establish what is happening here. Better to just test
likely models.
We selected our more likely models and tested them
by putting each into use now. With each model in use,
we would GOTO a number of test stars and just eyeball how far off centre each star was in the 13mm
Ethos.
 A model with ECEC and IE gave GOTO offsets
for 6 new stars of about 2, 6, 5, 0, 2 and 5
arcminutes.
 A model with ECES and IE gave GOTO offsets
for 4 new stars of about 3, 0, 5 and 2 arcminutes.
 A model with ECEC and ECES and no IE gave
offsets for 6 new stars of 3, 3, 4, 2, 4, 4 arcminutes.
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The Evans 30inch Telescope—continued
At 1am we decided to save ECEC and ECES, switch
off the Argo Navis and do a restart.
 We acquired data for IE using 6 stars and
tested the model with ECEC and ECES saved,
IE as not saved but USE NOW.
 After nearly 7 hours, we basically just eyeballed
about 6 stars in the Telrad. You can pretty
much tell from the Telrad if any stars are "off".
 They all seemed to be pretty close to centre.
This could be our model. See what happens at our
next session.
Gerry and I packed up and went home around
1:30am.
TPAS Session (1st August 2013)—Rob Horvat
Gerry Flanagan and I met up for yet another session
on TPAS, 6:30pm Linden.
Based on our most promising model of last session, we
started up the Evans 30" and proceeded to test it. We
had saved the values of ECEC and ECES and needed
to acquire data for 6 stars to establish the value of IE
for this session. IE is not persistent form session to
session.
Anyway, we ran the model and got dreadful results.
Our standard deviations were more than twice as
large as the values of the error terms. We still weren't
sure how the Argo Navis applied the model. We
checked over what we had done and decided to restart
with ECEC, ECES fixed and IE set to compute. Otherwise, the raw RMS always seems to be around 10.
This matches our experience as stars are often around
the fringes of the Ethos 13mm field of view, which is
about 11-12 arcminutes in radius.
A test run on a number of stars with the model in operation put us somewhere around the 6 arcminutes off
centre. However, on occasion, a star would still fall
around the edge of the field. We tried NPAE again but
that made results slightly worse.
We acquired data for another 6 stars or so. No improvement here. We concluded that maybe our values
of ECEC and ECES were not accurate enough to produce any better results. We had a better idea of the
value of ECEC but really not much idea of the value
of ECES.
We did another run of acquiring data for 20 stars

from scratch and got ECEC -13.2 (previously -13.70)
but ended up with ECES +8.5 (previously +15.4).
RMS was 3.1 and PSD was 3.7 (previously 2.6 and
3.2). Applying this model, pointing was often 0 to 3 or
4 arcminutes off centre with some stars still falling
beyond 6 arcminutes.
Conclusion, we can't get every star to fall near
centre. That's statistics for you; the bell curve
means we will get outliers at times.
Gerry and I discussed the best way to do a large data
acquire on the scope. Hopefully, we can get more accurate values of ECEC and ECES and reduce that standard deviation. We may be able to do 50 stars, possibly 100 in a session. Our feelings at this point is that
we are expecting too much i.e. to get dead centre
every time. The stats don't indicate this.
We packed up around 1am.
TPAS Session (15 August 2013)—R Horvat and
Bob Paton
Gerry Flanagan and Rob Horvat met at Linden at 7pm to get a
more definitive answer as to what pointing model, if any, we
should use for the Evans 30" scope.
From the last four sessions, we had a pretty good idea as to
what error terms we should be using in our model. Of the five
error terms {CA, ECEC, ECES, IE and NPAE}, we had discounted CA and NPAE. IE is not persistent but must be used
in the model. It is related to the initial zenith alignment for the
scope and this can vary depending at what azimuth the scope
is pushed to zenith. If more accurate pointing is required, a
short data acquire for 6 stars will need to be done at the beginning of the session to establish a value of IE.
In the end, after comparing results from previous sessions as
well, we found ECES was more consistent than ECEC. In fact,
our model now consists of only two error terms ECES and IE.
The value of ECES has been saved into memory. We did a
number of test runs from scratch i.e. shut down, did our zenith
and two-star alignment then acquired data for 6 stars to determine IE. Using both ECEC and ECES with IE was an abysmal
failure. ECEC with IE did not prove as effective as ECES with
IE and this was in line with the RMS and PSD values produced by their models.
Without any model in place our raw RMS is always around 10
arcminutes off-centre. This corresponds pretty well with our
observations of stars in the field of view of the 13mm Ethos
(approximately 12 arcminutes radius). They sometimes drop
closer to 6 arcminutes off centre but are often towards the
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The Evans 30inch Telescope—continued
edge of field and sometimes out of the field. We did a small
test run just to confirm this again without an active model.
With the model in place, our pointing improves to less than
half the RMS (4.5 for our run last night). Visual testing confirmed that stars were much closer to centre in the 13mm
Ethos and often below 6 arcminutes from centre.
It has been, at times, a perplexing and frustrating pursuit for us
both but it has always been interesting. The reality is that there
are no definitive values just better approximations. This, hopefully, marks the end of our dedicated sessions to TPAS. We
will see how the pointing goes in our future observing sessions. Anyone that requires more accurate pointing will have
to study up on the 6 star data acquire for IE. That's our next
step, to simplify the learning procedure for this.
We wound up at 1:30am, happy the model seemed to work.

The good news is that the Evans 30inch Telescope is now
ready for full time use thanks to the efforts of a few, especially Rob Horvat and Gerry Flanagan. Their input into
testing the up-graded telescope and the time spent improving
and establishing an operational model for the Telescope
Pointing Analysis System (TPAS) has been monumental.
The telescope has been used on a number of occasions for
visual observing as well as for occultation events and is proving to be a popular attraction—you will be absolutely amazed
at the detail and clarity of the view through this telescope.
Please note that use of all WSAAG equipment, including
the Evans 30inch telescope, requires that the user obtain
suitable accreditation before permission to use will be
granted by the WSAAG Committee. In addition, the Evans 30inch requires two accredited operators be on hand
at all times whilst the telescope is being used.

The up-graded Evans 30inch Telescope sits on the new extended concrete pad.
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Wsaag News
UWS Year 11 Physics Day: Wednesday 21 July—Rob Horvat
Being a weekday, only Bob Paton and I could represent
WSAAG at the event. The day for us began around 8:30am.
UWS staff were setting up for students expected from schools
in Mt Druitt through to the Parramatta region, Granville, Fairfield and Cambelltown regions. Students attended in two
separate sessions 9:30-11:30am and 12pm-2pm and were
welcomed and briefed each time by Associate Professor Miroslav Filipovic. Raelene Sommer gave a presentation on the
Cosmic Engine at each session. Outside activities, of which
we were a part, included solar viewing (sunspot counts/
groups) plus a water rocket activity. The day was well supported by UWS. Others that I knew were Ros McCourt, Ain
De Horta, David Giles, Nicholas Tothill and Kevin Grieve.
There were several UWS student helpers. UWS catered lunch
for staff and students at the event.

The UWS contingent were very impressed of the views of
solar prominences shown from Bob's scope to his laptop and
the big screen as they did not have the equipment to do this. It
was a real bonus to be able to show visiting students this feature. The water rockets were fired from the western side of
the observatory. Every now and then, the wind would carry
them to our side and they would land randomly in our area.
Luckily they were only light plastic bottles with plastic fins
attached!
I think there something like 160 school students that attended
for the day and it was great to be able to support UWS in this
worthwhile activity. I think both students and adults learned
something new from activities on the day. We retired for the
day at around 2:30pm.

Linden Observing: Saturday 31
August—J Seychell and R Horvat
Linden was attended from early afternoon by Bob Paton, Joe Seychell, Ted Dobosz and Joe Panetta as well
as our resident astronomer Alan Plummer. Joe looked
after a couple of visitors and then continued a comparison of various EPs with Bob Paton from last session.

On the eastern side of the observatory, UWS had the 3
Schmidt-Cassegrains with solar filters, I had my Skywatcher
4 inch ED refractor with sun filter and Bob had his Lunt
100mm H-Alpha telescope and DMK41 camera on EQ6 Pro
mount. Bob provided views of the Sun on a large flat screen
wheeled outside (thanks to David Giles here) and shaded with
a tarp held up by makeshift pvc pipes.

Gerry Flanagan, Peter Nosworthy and Rob Horvat
arrived from UWS at around 10pm to prepare for the
Juewa occultation. Gerry and Rob set up the Evans
30" scope using the ECES/IE pointing model, which
required a 6 star data acquire to establish a value of
IE. Peter set up his 12" Skywatcher Synscan GoTo
Dob. The star field was identified and the wait was
on. The Evans scope was attended by several members, which included Gerry, Rob, Bob and Joe at the
time of the occultation. A positive occultation (about
12 seconds) was observed visually through the Evans
30" and by Peter in his scope just after 12:27am. Additionally, Ted Dobosz obtained video of the event.
Before heading home around 1:30am, Gerry, Bob and
Rob did some binocular (Orion 9x63) observing of
some well known objects such as the Andromeda Galaxy, Triangulum Galaxy and the Pleiades. Because of
their large size they make great targets for binos.

UWS Astronomy Night: Saturday
10 September—D Gault & T Barry
The UWS family observing night on the 31st August
was well attended with more than 60 visitors to the
site. Rae Sommers, David Giles, Kevin Grieve, and
Prof. Miroslav Filipovic were on hand as UWS staff.
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Wsaag News—continued
From WSAAG there was Peter Nosworthy, Rob
Horvat, Gerry Flanagan, Dave Gault, and Tony
Barry.
The sky was initially streaked with cloud but improved steadily through the evening. Backburning in
the Blue Mountains had produced a fair amount of
smoke but this stayed to the west fairly well and did
not interfere with viewing objects above 20 degrees
altitude in the west. Before the presentation on supernovae, given by UWS astronomer Luke Bozetto, many
people came out to view Saturn, Venus, and Omega
Centauri through the WSAAG telescopes. The crowd
was composed of more adults than children this time
around, and the tenor of questions reflected this.
After the presentation, the visitors stayed until about
9:30pm, at which time it was getting quite chilly at
around 11 degrees.
The WSAAG members left the site about 9:30pm,

with Rob, Gerry and Peter heading to Linden to view
an imminent occultation of 139 Juewa, others to head
further south to view the same occultation from other
locations, to establish multiple chords across the occultation path. Dave went to Marulan, Tony to Camden Park and Hristo Pavlov observed from his home
in St Clair. Ted Dobosz observed with video from the
main field at Linden.
The path of the occultation was further north than
predicted, and the Linden crew observed a long 12
second event through the Evans 30 scope and a second 12" goto Dobsonian scope at the same site and
Ted’s video was consistent with the visual observers.
Dave observed a 5.5 second event, and Tony observed
an 11.3 second occultation, while Hristo observed a
12.1 second occultation.
Other observers for this event included Dave Herald
from Murrumbateman who ran two sites, he had a
mobile site near Wallaroo (north of Canberra) where
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Wsaag News—continued
he had a miss, but his unattended site at home had a
1.8 second occultation. From Canberra Pat Purcell
recorded a miss, and Brett McMillan from SASI had
equipment issues.
Observation results shown on previous page was prepared by John Talbot.
Report by Dave Herald, Murrumbateman, NSW
I’ve held off for a bit in letting everyone know what
the outcome was last night – so that I had a reasonably complete picture to paint.
One of the difficulties with asteroidal occultations is
that the uncertainty in the path location is usually 50
to 100km. The occultation path turned out to be about
100km north of predicted, with the actual southern
limit being one or two km south of Murrumbateman,
rather than being close to Cooma. The displacement
in the sky was a mere 0.05 arc secs (about 1/20th of
the diameter of the stellar disk as seen in a telescope.)
This meant that anyone located in Canberra would
have observed a ‘miss’.
People should not underestimate the challenges of
making observations of these events. In principle the
observation is quite easy – just find the star and
watch it for about 2 minutes.... However the practicalities are weather, finding the star, and having everything work at the right time – and these can foil
even the most experienced observer. For this event we
had quite a few participants located from northern
Sydney down to Michelago. A summary of the ‘what
happened’, roughly in order of south to north, is:
 Pat Purcell & Peter Bobroff. Intended to observe at separate sites, but didn’t have timing
equipment for two sites. So observed at the
same location. One observed a miss, while the
other didn’t find the star in time.
 Alex Ip – Foiled by high cloud and went to bed
in disgust.
 Alan Kerlin. Cloud – but main problem was
connection problems with his scope.
 Albert Brakel – cloud.
 Dave Herald – observed at home with an unattended scope and a VCR, and about 5km north
of Hall with a 20cm SCT. Had a miss north of
Hall, but a 1.76sec occultation at ‘home’.
 Anthony Wesley – observed 0.6km south of ‘my’
home location. Pointed scope at nearby bright
star (44 Psc) – then directed the scope to slew to









the star. However the scope slewed in completely the wrong direction. No observation.
[He would have got an occultation of perhaps 1
second, with the star just clipping the southern
limb of the asteroid. It would have been an extremely interesting recording!]
Dave Gault (Sydney) observed a 5.4 sec occultation from near Marulan.
Tony Barry (Sydney) observed an 11.3 sec occultation from near Campbelltown.
Brett McMillan (Sydney) observed from GreenPoint – had problems with equipment and
smoke, with two GoTo scopes going to the
wrong part of the sky!
Ted Dobosz (Sydney) had success – but details
not yet known.
Hristo Pavlov (Sydney) – 12.1 sec event.
Linden Observatory (near Penrith). At least one
visual timing of 11 second event.

So it looks like we have 6 chords across the asteroid,
which will allow us to fit a good ellipse to represent
the size/shape of this asteroid. I hope to have the results included in the Sept Southern Cross.

Prof Fred Watson at UWS: Friday
6 September—Rob Horvat
The evening was attended by about 100 adults and
children, which included members of the public, UWS
personnel and WSAAG people.
Fred Watson's talk was preceded by an effervescent
introduction from Associate Professor Miroslav
Filipovic. Other UWS staff involved in the event included Ain De Horta, Raelene Sommer, David Giles
and Nick Tothill. The talk by Professor Fred Watson
was titled "Tourism's final frontier", which of course
refers to space tourism. Fred spoke in his usual eloquent and engaging manner.
WSAAG members in support of the event were Tony
Barry, Lachlan Davis, Gerry Flanagan and son Joseph, and myself. We arrived around 6:20pm and set
up our telescopes for viewing outside the observatory.
The sky had a lot of high cloud cover and haze to the
west due to back-burning in the mountains. Despite
this, the public still got some great views of Venus
and Saturn through streaky cloud. Unfortunately, a
pass by the ISS was not seen due to heavier cloud
cover to the north. After Fred's talk, the cloud cleared
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Wsaag News—continued
in some areas of sky for a while and we managed to
showcase some other treats such as the binary alpha
Centauri AB, Acrux, the Jewel Box, the Butterfly
Cluster (M6) and NGC 6231 in Scorpius.
Through my 12" scope, omega Centauri was washed
out and barely visible through a film of cloud. In contrast, I was surprised how well it showed up Tony's
laptop using the video camera. Despite the haze, Tony
also managed some pretty good views of Centaurus A
and the Swan Nebula (M17).
The public were generally enthusiastic and appreciative of the views through our scopes despite the conditions. There were many interesting questions and we
wound up around 9:30pm with the sky pretty much
clouded out.
All in all, another worthwhile night, which was not
our usual Saturday night at UWS.

Linden Observing: Saturday
7 September—Rob Horvat
When I arrived at Linden around 5pm, Lachlan Davis
was already there with our visitor and teacher David
Bowden from the Kindlehill School, Wentworth Falls.
Lachlan and Steffen Kluge were setting up their telescopes for the night's viewing. With arrangements
made between Lachlan and David, we had some 14
parents and students from the school arrive over the
next half hour to inspect the Beame's Observatory,
the Evans 30" Scope and then do some night-sky
viewing. A few other unexpected visitors also turned
up to keep us quite busy for the next few hours.
Conditions were somewhat cloudy but visitors were
treated to some great views of objects through our
scopes until about 8pm. The usual highlights included
Venus, Saturn, alpha Centauri, omega Centauri, the
Jewel Box, NGC 6231 in Scorpius and the Butterfly
Cluster M6.
As the evening progressed, several other WSAAG
members turned up, hopeful to get some viewing or
imaging done: Steven Hill, Angela Keane, Niv
Chandra, Gerry Flanagan and Tony Barry.
Niv had his new purchase, the Meade LX 90 on site
and got some valuable lessons in setting up from
Lachlan and Tony, who was set up and ready to do

some imaging.
Conditions were quite warm for Linden, with little of
the wind from earlier in the afternoon. However, the
skies annoyingly switched between clear and cloudy
several times. Eventually, members moved to the
"club" shed for a cuppa, biscuits and some great conversation in a wait and see with the weather.
By 10:30pm or so, it was pretty clear that the cloud
had set in and members decided to retire for the night
after a pleasant sojourn from the incessant political
reporting on this voting day 2013.

Special Thanks
A big thankyou must go to Ivan Smith who keeps
members supplied with biscuits and milk at our
monthly meetings—the members are very appreciative of this kind gesture.
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Member Images

Images by
Ted Dobosz
24 August 2013:
Moon in close-up

15 August 2013:
High resolution image of Moon (next
page)

14 July 2013:
Solar Prominence in
H-Alpha (below)

©Ted Dobosz

©Ted Dobosz
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©Ted Dobosz
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WESTERN SYDNEY AMATE UR
ASTRONOMY GROUP INC
Postal Address:

The Secretary
WSAAG
PO Box 400
Kingswood NSW 2747

2013-14 Membership Fees
Members are advised that membership fees for the
2013-14 year are shown below. Payment can be made at
any time by one of the methods listed below:

Email: secretary@wsaag.org
Important Information for Members
Various maps and associated information prepared by Rob Horvat can be located at:
http://sites.google.com/site/southernastronomer/
A new member “Starter Pack” prepared by Rob
Horvat is available from the WSAAG website at:
http://wsaag.org/
Contributions for the newsletter should be sent
to the editor at:
Email: bpaton@exemail.com.au
Please note: The Editor reserves the right to
accept or reject any article submitted for inclusion in the Newsletter.
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Single Membership

$40.00

Family Membership

$60.00

Pensioner and Student Membership

$30.00

 Pay by cheque:
Send your cheque (payable to WSAAG) to:
The Secretary
WSAAG
PO Box 400
Kingswood NSW 2747
 Direct Deposit by EFT (electronic funds transfer)
Account Name:
WSAAG
BSB:
512-170
Account Number: 100048458
Reference:
Full Name (eg. Bob Paton)
 Pay in person by cheque or cash
Attend a meeting at UWS Penrith Observatory pay
by cheque or cash. These meetings are held on the 3 rd
Wednesday of each month and start at 7:30 pm.

Wsaag Committee 2012/13
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Alex Boyd

Rob Horvat

Gerry Flanagan

Bob Paton

Mitch Djimric

Joe Seychell
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